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Abstract— This paper explored performance investigation for free space optical communication. The proposed design has been 

numerically evaluated for numerous design constraints. It has showed very good performance over one km transmission reach with 

operating bit rates variation of 1.25 to 2.5Gbps. Numerical evaluations for NRZ, RZ, and Manchester pattern signal with ON_OFF, 

ON_OFF exp, ON_OFF ramp, and raised cosine drivers for the variation in the attenuation, bit rate, length of communication have 

been explored. Evaluations with design showed very good eye pattern. As well simulations have showed very good BER performance 

(as low 10-101) with inclusion of the FEC, and for ON_OFF pattern, NRZ, RZ patterns with higher transmit power. This exploration 

for FSO wireless communication is useful where the physical union of the transmitter and receiver positions is intricate.  In present 

perspective FSO could be one of the promising   technology endow with high data security and bridging gap in present high speed 

optical networks, impermanent backbone for quickly installable mobile wireless communication.  

Keywords— wireless optical communications (WOC), Free Space Optical systems (FSO), local area network (LAN) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the contemporary time incredible growth and improvement has been observed in information and 

communication skills. There is a continuing growth in the Internet supported applications. As a 

consequence need for speed is raising considerably demands large data bandwidth. Accordingly, numerous 

modes of communication and multiplexing techniques have been devised in the past along with their 

respective pros and cons [1].There is swing from normally used radio frequency carrier to optical carrier, 

leading with striking prospect to resolve capacity crunch. Accordingly, light wave communication can be 

traced back to the mid of the 20
th 

century, with numerous investigators working to strap up the ample 

bandwidth capacity of the light wave for the data transportation [2]. Communication through light wave in 

free space is referred to as wireless technology in optical domain, is one of the mounting technology in 

which a light wave signal is used as a medium to establish communication. Implementation worked out 

where a physical union is not practicable. Though it has a very high impact in weather forms (i.e. snow, 

dust, fog, rain, haze).Basically Free Space Optical system (FSO) can be categorized as indoor and outdoor 

wireless optical communications (WOC). Accordingly, visible or infrared light used for communication 

inside a building where the option of establishing up a physical wired link is cumbersome [3–10]. Study 

on Free Space Optical systems showed easily installable aspect crafts pertinent for interconnecting local 

area network (LAN) sections and to unite buildings, relevant in providing an optional supporting link in 

case of collapse communication collapse during optical fiber link. In this regard transceivers are usually 

positioned on apartment buildings for the line-of-sight connection. Owing to vibrant wind loads, thermal 

expansion and feeble earthquakes influence building. So, deform alignments of the transceivers and 

creates pointing error with faded received signal [11-13]. In further study showed fading trounced, for 

sustainability of the link and stability active beam tracking is used by some systems. Whereas others set 

the beam    divergence for beam wobbling and the receiver continued in its field of vision [14-15].Later, 

using the auto-tracking mechanism incessantly tweaks the movement of the laser transmitter in order to 

compensate any unintended orientation of the beam. By application of the auto-tracking subsystem in free 

space optic links permit transmitters to utilize constricted divergence angle and lower transmitting power. 

These issues have considerable influences on the optimization of systems together with described beam 

propagation using ABCD system. Researchers studied effects of aperture ABCD system on propagation 

attributes of laser beams [16-28]. Further computed effects of atmospheric effects including absorption, 
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scattering and turbulence of auto-tracking subsystem jointly with beam divergences on SNR, BER and 

stability of communication linkages for FSO on receiving side , based on analytic formula of Gaussian 

beam on receiver plane[29]. Evaluation under terrible atmospheric turbulence with Free Space Optics and 

Single Mode Fiber (SMF) in low atmospheric turbulence investigated for channels under 1dB/km, 2dB/km 

and 3dB/km attenuation. Transmitted signal yielded with least BER, high received power and better Q 

factor [30].Accordingly, so many good efforts on the free space optical communication networks have 

been explored in the past by the earnest investigators. Though they lack to address certain design 

constraints and so many constrained have not been duly addressed. As well FSO could provide with 

tremendous benefits as high speed, little cost, higher bandwidth, swift installation, higher safety as well 

license-free over long-range spectrum, do not exhibit the limitations associated with the installation. 

Furthermore, optical beams are impervious to electromagnetic interference endow with high potential for 

broad spectrum uses. So, there is wide scope to unearth unexplored fragment on this track. 

In this vision this article presents performance evaluation for the proposed free space model. This paper 

has been bifurcated as begin with introduction next section is theoretical and model presentation followed 

by the results and discussion section and subsequently the conclusion part. 

II. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS AND THE PROPOSED FREE-SPACE OPTICAL MODEL 

Free-space optics systems are gradually being regarded as appropriate option for the broadcast of radio 

frequency signals. This technology uses line of sight communication. It is an emergent broadband wireless 

access contender, exercised with many applications both for military and commercial purposes. 

Attenuation of the light travelling through the atmosphere is due to both absorption and scattering law and 

turbulence in atmosphere is analyzed by the investigators. Amongst some explorations turbulence extent is 

analysed by the assistance of the optical variance and structural parameter of the index of refraction. As 

well effect of atmospheric turbulence on the optical transmission is one of the significant atmospheric 

channel degrading factors. It creates random fluctuation in the intensity of the optical radiation [31-33]. 

Accordingly to explore the open atmosphere communication with optical wave a model is proposed in the 

figure1. 
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Figure1. The deign prototype for free space communication 

In the proposed model the transmitter is accompanied by the pseudo random binary signal generator 

(PRBS), generates the signal of desired data rate. The generated signal allowed going through the driver, 

which can be selected as non return to zero or return to zero or in the Manchester format. Further this 
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pattern of the signal is directly modulated by the light emitting diode at 1550 nm wavelength. It generates 

a suitable optical power and with beam divergence angle. Here, used transmitter changes the electrical 

input signal into optical domain. The signal generated through transmitter block is of suitable pattern is 

allowed to go through the laser section for the direct modulation of the signal. The lased optical signal 

propagates through the model designed for the open atmosphere model with realistic attenuation, 

turbulence. As key impairments over links with communication over free space is atmospheric attenuation 

and scatter phenomena which fluctuate extensively from one micrometeorological area to another. 

Accordingly, in order to investigate the free space environment in actual here the compound component is 

modelled for free space consists of the optical attenuator section, with the purpose to represent attenuation 

through geometrical and additional. The optical noise adder block is used in order to include the 

surroundings radiation to the signal received. Now the laser signal   pattern is normalized, processed signal 

go through free space channel modelled with attenuator with free space back ground. In the model added 

attenuation by the environment is précised around its mean value (–4.92 dB) and sigma (standard 

deviation) of 1.9 dB for optimum estimation of the model. On the receiving side applied receiver translates 

the optical signal again into an electrical signal. In order to check the quality of the transmitted signal 

which is characterized by the eye scope, bit error rate tool, have been used. The BERT tool is used to 

observe the bit error rate and resulting eye pattern is observed on the scope. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Free space optical communication is an impending cost-effective and driven technique that obtained 

mounting concentration along with commercial significance in present scenario. Accordingly, proposed 

design is successfully modelled and its performance is evaluated under the actual environment. The 

investigation done for numerous vital design issues and several practical issues, role of vital component 

have been effectively evaluated. So, for that design issues have been aptly executed for the range of 

parameters. The evaluated results for non uniform attenuation are illustrated in figure 2 to 20. 

 
Figure 2. BER vs. transmission distance vs. transmitted power for NRZ modulation 

Simulations for the performance evaluation of the designed link are shown in the Figure 2. Result 

illustrated is for the transmitted power vs. transmission distance and resulting bit error rate for the on_off 

of ramp driver using non return to zero format. It depicts very good transmission performance with rise in 

the transmitted power and showing bit error rate very less over the transmitted distance communication of 

the of 1km at 1.25Gbps of data rate. 
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Figure 3. BER vs. distance vs. transmission power for RZ modulation 

The performance evaluation with return to zero format over 1km distance of transmission with on off ramp 

driver along with variation of the transmitted power and resulting bit error rate is shown in the figure3. It 

illustrates very good performance at 1.25Gbps of data rate over the range of transmission distance, with 

hike in the transmitted power.  

 
Figure 4. BER vs. distance vs. transmission power for Manchester modulation 

The simulated performance with Manchester modulation format with on off ramp driver at 1.25Gbps data 

rate over length of transmission distance 1kilometer distance through variation in the transmitted power is 

demonstrated in the figure4. Results shown depicts that with hike in the transmitted power  resulting bit 

error rate performance is degraded over the tested length of transmission distance at 1.25Gbps of 

transmitted data rate. 
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Figure5. BER vs. transmission distance vs. bit rate for NRZ with on off ramp driver 

Figure 5 shows the simulated transmission performance for free space communication with the variation in 

the transmission distance and bit rate for the non return to zero driver and on_off ramp driver. Investigated 

results depict that with increase in transmission distance and bit rate there is decline in the bit error rate 

over the free space environment. 

 
Figure.6. the eye patern at output end for NRZ 

 

The eye pattern is another method to observe any designs performance in the optical domain, accordingly 

resulting eye pattern is shown in the figure6. It showed very wide open eye pattern for the half meter of the 

transmission distance over free space environment. Further, it illustrates good performance over for the 

non return to zero patterns. 
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Figure7. BER vs. bit rate [a] 1.25 to 2.5Gbps[b] 1 to 5Gbps for NRZ modulation  

Figure 7[a-b] illustrates the links performance over with variation in bit rate (1 to 2.5Gbps) further  for bit 

rate (1 to 5Gbps)  and consequent bit error rate for the non return to zero modulation with on off ramp 

driver over the half a meter of transmission distance. It showed that around low bit rates 1.25Gbps BER 

performance is very good (very small 10
-107

). However, as the bit rate increases (2.5Gbps) still 

performance is good but there is hike in the BER at around 10
-14

 in figure7 [a].Where as from results in the 

figure7 [b], it is observed that after 3Gbps data rate of communication over free space addition additional 

degradation in the BER performance is found. 

 
Figure8. BER vs. transmitted power vs. transmission distance (on off ramp) 

Figure8 demonstrates the bit error rate performance with variation in the transmission distance at 2.5Gbps 

data rate with on off ramp. It depicts that at and around 800 meter transmission distance bit error rate 

performance is good (10
-10

) at smaller transmitted power however with hike in transmission power there is 

improvement in the bit error rate performance. 
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Figure9. BER vs. attenuation for NRZ modulation at 500meter at 2.5Gbps 

In order to observe the actual effect of attenuation the in free space the proposed link is modeled for the 

attenuation based on the free space optical equation range equation. Accordingly, numerical simulation 

with non return to zero modulation patterns with on off ramp for the performance for the transmitted 

power with variation in the attenuation parameter and resulting bit error rate is plotted in the figure9.It 

shows that with hike in attenuation there is degradation in the BER performance for the data rate 

transmission as rate of 2.5Gbps. Though links performance around the parametric variation in the 

attenuation in the range -18dB to 0dB is very good with hike in the transmitted power. 

 
Figure12. BER vs. transmission distance for different drivers 

Figure 12 demonstrates the simulated performance at 2.5 Gbps data rate for on_off, for on_off_exp,raised 

cosine driver combined plot at 2.5Gbps of data rate over the variation in the transmission distance. For all 

type of drivers the bit error rate performance is good (10
-13

) up to 800 meter of transmission distance. 

However there is degradation in BER performance with hike in the transmission distance. 
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Figure23. BER vs. transmission distance with raised cosine driver (a) without FEC (b) with FEC 

Figure 23[a-b] shows the simulated performance for the non return to zero pattern  modulated signal using  

raised cosine driver  2.5Gbps data rate with variation in the transmission distance. The bit error rate 

performance with variation in data rate without forward error correction is shown in figure 23(a).It depict 

with hike in the transmission distance there is degradation in the bit error rate performance. However, by 

inclusion of the forward error correction BER performance improved, is in the range (10
-104

 to 10
-10

). 

 
Figure14. BER vs. transmission distance (2.5Gbps)with ON_Off_Exp driver (a) without FEC (b) with FEC 

Figure14[a-b]  illustrates the evaluation of the designed link with ON_Off_Exp driver over variation in the 

transmission distance up to one km with non return to zero format signal and the  resulting bit error rate 

using forward error correction and without forward error correction. Simulated results depict bit error rate 

performance degradation (10
-98

 to 10
-5

) figure14 [a]with augment in the transmission distance. Though, 

with application of the forward error correction there is improvement in the bit error rate [10
-138

 to 10
-15

] 

figure14 [b].  
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Figure15.  BER vs. transmission distance (2.5Gbps) with on_off_ramp driver (a) without FEC (b) with FEC 

Simulations with  and without forward error correction for the variation in transmission distance using 

on_off_ramp driver, on return to zero format signal and resulting bit error rate is demonstrated in the 

figure15[a-b].  Fig.15 (a) shows that as transmission distance increases there is degradation (BER 10
-98

 to 

10
-5

] in the performance of the proposed free space model. A better performance is observed as shown in 

the figure15 [b], with bit error rate in the range from 10
-107

 to 10
-16

) over one km of the transmission length. 

 
Figure17. BER vs. transmission distance with on_off driver (a) without FEC (b) with FEC 

Figure17 shows the performance evaluation at 2.5Gbps data rate for the variation with transmission 

distance as against bit error rate with and without forward error correction. It showed that with hike in 

transmission distance there is increase in bit error rate (10
-96

 to 10
-4

). However, with inclusion of the 

forward error correction bit error rate  is less 10
-109

 up to 900meter of distance however with hike in 

distance 900meter to 100meters  there is decline in the bit error rate (10
-16

),still it is well performance 

metric, performance improved for the ON_OFF driver and non return to zero return modulation pattern. 
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Figure18. For different drivers BER vs. attenuation performance with NRZ pattern 

 In order to observe the role of the drivers used on free space communication with varion on the 

attenuation a simulation is done. Accordingly, evaluation for the attenuation for the for on_off, 

on_off_exp,raised cosine driver with their  combined plot at data rate of the 2.5Gbps for variation in the 

attenuation parameter is demonstrated in the Figure 18. Results showed that bit error rate performance 

poor on around -10dB attenuation factor. However, it   further improves towards -1dB of attenuation factor 

lower end of the attenuation factor for all the drivers with decrease in the attenuation factor. The 

stimulation behind for above exploration is to take benefit of the augmented security and insusceptibility 

to electromagnetic interference afforded by the free space free space optical communication. It could 

endow with an attractive substitute for the optical fiber networks to transport modulated signals over small 

distances. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The free space optical communication for numerous parameters has been successfully investigated. It 

showed good performance for the non return to zero and return to zero patterns in terms of the broader eye 

diagram and BER for the variation in data rate 1.25Gbps to 2.5Gbps. It is found that with the augment of 

power, proposed links system performance enhanced owing to the alleviation by the outcomes of power 

losses caused by the attenuation with free space optical communication link. The eye diagram is good in 

terms of eye height. It is also concluded that with inclusion of FEC and lower attenuation designs 

performance is further enhanced. These explorations have established the feasibility of optical 

communications over free space. It could be a mainstream technology that not only tackles for the access 

purposes, except it will as well play a foremost role in the core communication networking and quickly 

deployable method at a low cost. It appends the wireless aspect to the OFC and so endow with the high 

bandwidth constraints. 
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